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Lunch Menu

Gluten-free options available on each day
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Y11 MFL Speaking - Mock Exams
Thursday 5th May
The exam takes place in GPS EXAM OFFICE 5TH FLOOR. Recording room is GPS ART
STORAGE ROOM 4TH FLOOR. This is the rota with your Prep time and your Exam
time. Read it carefully and be on time please!

Student Name

Prep Time

Exam Time

Angel E 1509 Spanish
Alexei G 1547 Spanish

09.00-09.15
09.15-09.30

09.15-09.30

Arthur H 1512 Spanish
Alexdrina R 154 Spanish

09.30-09.45
09.45-10.00

09.45-10.00
10.00-10.15

Ariana M 1558 Spanish

10.00-10.15

10.15-10.30

Paulina D 1542 Spanish

10.30-10.45

10.45-11.00

Rosa DD 1554Spanish

10.45-11.00

11.00-11.15

Murong L 1520 Chinese

11.00-11.15

11.15-11.30

Madoc J 1516 Spanish

11.15-11.30

11.30-11.45

Miguel PP 1730 Spanish

14.00-14.15

14.15-14.30

Roberto HC 1619 Spanish

14.15-14.30

14.30-14.45

Mateo S 1551 Spanish

14.30-14.45

14.45-15.00

Nicolas B 1504 German

15.30-14.45

15.45-15.15

Megan R Spanish

15.30-15.45

15.45-16.00

Oscar V Spanish

15.45-16.00

16.00-16.15

09.30-09.45
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Friday 6th May
The exam takes place in ART STORAGE ROOM 4TH FLOOR . Recording room is GPS
EXAM OFFICE 5th FLOOR. This is the rota with your Prep time and your Exam
time. Read it carefully and be on time please!

Student Name

Prep Time

Exam Time

Catch up session

09.00-09.15

09.15-09.30

Sharifa G (1546)
Arabic Conversation:
Theme

09.15-09.30

09.30-09.45

Abdallah S (1550)
Conversation:
Theme

09.30-09.45

09.45-10.00

09.45-10.00

10.00-10.15

10.15-10.30

10.30-10.45

Kieran McK (1528)
Conversation:
Theme Holidays

GOOD LUCK! ☺
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Meaningful May
This month’s theme is all about reflecting on what gives our life meaning. Being
a part of something bigger than ourselves and focusing on things that we value
is key to our wellbeing.
Whether it's doing something kind for someone or being grateful for the little
things, this month is an opportunity to take time to reflect on what we care
about.

Post 16 Noticeboard

DLD College will hold an Open Evening on Thursday 12th May at 5.30pm. This might be of particular
interest to our Year 10 students and their parents. Please register at the link below if you are
curious about DLD College as a Post-16 option. Thank you.
https://www.dldcollege.co.uk/open-evening-registration/

News

Library

Virtual Author Visit
– Tom Palmer

Prolific author Tom Palmer dropped in via Zoom this Thursday to speak to Year 7 and 8 about
D-Day Dog, which many students have read as part of our Book Buzz programme. He also
spoke about his recent release Arctic Star and his upcoming title Resist, out in August which is
based on the true-life story of the actress Audrey Hepburn, when she was growing up in Holland during World War Two. We found out that his own pet dog, who took part in the video
call too (!) provided inspiration for the main character in D-Day Dog. We also found out about
how he researches his titles, particularly the number of books
We submitted our questions to Tom before the event. One of my favourite questions was by
Harrison in Year 7. He asked why Tom’s books are so emotional, and Tom said that he is an
emotional person and that it really comes out in his writing. Many students were interested in
why he frequently writes about war and he said that he is anti-war and wants his readers to
learn about the human cost. Students really enjoyed the event. The books are available to
borrow in the library. Check out some samples of his work on his website below:
https://tompalmer.co.uk/

News
Resources to
check out this weekend

More information here: https://portlandplace.oliverasp.co.uk/library/home/news

News
On the E-platform app

https://towerhamlets-sls.wheelers.co/title/9781912915156/epub
Wain is a collection of LGBT themed poetry for teens based on retellings of Scottish
myths. The collection contains stories about kelpies, selkies, and the Loch Ness Monster, alongside contemporary LGBT themes – Fore more information click the link
above.

News
Junior Maths Challenge 2022
On Thursday 28 April a group of young mathematicians at Portland Place took part in the
UKMT Junior Maths Challenge. This is a challenge that encourages and helps develop
students’ problem solving skills. The challenge is aimed at Year 7 and 8 students, but we
had a couple of students from year 6 entering also. Results will come out in a few weeks
and we wait to see who might be able to get Bronze, Silver or Gold, or even go through to
the next round. Please congratulate the students that were selected and/or volunteered
to take part and who worked hard to prepare for this!

Year 6: Enzo Pochon, Catherine Argentieri
Year 7: Humphrey Boland, Taichi Kikuchi, Tyler Lee, Susan Li, Ayub Mohamed, Jazz
Pochon, Lucas Rickards, Yoel Salama-Levy, Abi Taub
Year 8: Isabella Therese Alfeche, Kadi Bahbahani, Yaqoub Bahbahani, Mariia Birzhina,
Max Coombe, Max Dawson, Pierce Drennan, Tec Hennerby, Beckett Jenkinson Chamberlain, Hazuki Kita, Danny Maclean, Rafer Moge, Arad Mohammadlou, Maxwell Powell, Olly
Sheward
Maths Department

News

High School
Musical!

Please remember that the photographs
from High School Musical, showcased in
the last issue are still available to view
and order here.
Gallery link: https://splaatmedia.co.uk/
galleries/portland-place-school-highschool-musical/
Password: portlandplace22

News
Computer Studies Faculty

Certificates Awarded to the following students
for design concept, producing an innovative model and overall
presentation

There were also a number of Runner-Ups for categories such
imaginative logos/slogans, realistic models and imaginative
concepts.
Ms Athwal

News
Some of the Winning Tablets/PCs

News

English

Over the break, Kieran
McKintosh wrote a
45,768 word novella. Here
is the first page!

CHAPTER ONE:
A Desperate Request
The moon shone over the dark forest with its evil, glistening crescent smile, attempting
to bathe the surly, cold land below in ethereal light. Trees stood bravely as the only
barrier against this, broadening their leaves in a plentiful shield so that only tiny, fragmented shards stood a chance of entering. The wind shared the moon’s delight in
testing them, toying with their branches and leaves-creating a whistling chorus as
branches and sticks whirled around in an uncontrollable dance-sometimes butting together in a mess of leaves, making it seem as if two wooden giraffes were tussling together over a dusty plain very different to this. It was a cold, clean night void of snow
or rain, although an icy pang could certainly be sensed lurking in the air. It wasn’t quite
carried by the wind, nor had the winter been its complete origin. It was as if the very
supernatural itself was creeping in the thick, unknowable woodland, waiting to strike

upon some poor, human passer-by.
The forest lay on a natural gradient. Gradually sloping up to a monolithic cliff face,
atop which was an old tower. The tower was a gargantuan stone cylinder punctuated
with little wooden orifices that served as windows, along with scarred or blackened
bits of rock hastily forgotten about after battles past had to be repaired. The tower
peaked in a circular, pointed oak roof, shaped very similarly to the casing on an old foil.

News

Just below this tower lay four circular holes alike the ones below, only with a proper wooden furnishing, one positioned on each 90 degree angle observing the land
beyond. The light from a singular, hearty fire could be seen from the window observing the forest, illuminating the inside of the room and casting that same shape
of light the moon tried to upon the forest. Despite this light being far warmer and
more welcoming, the answer from the leaves remained resolute and unchanged.
Below the deep, cavernous verdant canopy lay an overgrown mess of fallen twigs,
plants, mushrooms and small animals eking out what they could in the almost total
darkness. For a newcomer to this woodland with no hardened boots or horse, finding one’s way around proved to be its own game. The path was never a straight line
for long. Any continuation was quickly blocked by a tree root, a patch of mushrooms
you dared not to eat, or some passing creature moving quietly so neither prey or
predator noticed and made a far less subtle move. There was no clear game path as

is sometimes the case with woodlands; this one had seldom been braved over the
past six hundred years, and before that there was not much more traffic. The inhabitant of the tower (who had also started this fire in their hearth) found no need to
come here frequently themselves, or even keep a paddock nearby. Not even a
miniscule vegetable patch tucked in some corner barely inside the forest.
They had other ways of getting food.

News

Enrichment

News
On Wednesday we had our first workshop: an introduction6/10/21
to what
ZOOs do. Thank you for your contributions: Leyla, Jude, Lucas, Arlo,
Ted, Leo, Stanley, Ned, Tess, Theo, Kadi, Violet, Anastasia and Kyra!
Ms Coates

ZSL- CONSERVATION AND STUDY

History of the London
ZOO
Threats to Biodiversity

Endangered Animals
Impacts on Humans
ZOOs Breading Programmes

Research

Working for Wildlife

Health and Welfare

Conservation- UK- Based

ZOO’s Engagement

Week 2:

News

News

News

Design

Well done to year 11 who are
producing some innovative design
ideas for their major projects .

News

News
Museum Investigators

The Wallace Collection

This week students in the Museum Investigators Enrichment group went to the Wallace Collection to investigate the Museum, not only were students looking at the artefacts and exhibits, but also evaluating and assessing the way the Museum operated and whether it was
engaging to visit. They were particularly pleased that they were allowed unplanned access to
the ‘Inspiring Disney Exhibition’ for free as the doorman saw that they were interested and
let them in quietly! Even better, they ran to find Ms Lewis so she could take a sneak peak
too!

News
ARIELLA: I found it really interesting to see where the inspiration for the original Disney films actually came from. The Walt Disney exhibition at the Wallace Collection showed many things that
Disney drew upon in his work and one in particular caught my eye. There was a large grandfather
clock that inspired the character ‘Cogsworth’ from the film Beauty and the Beast, the museum
carefully showed how the character development had taken place from a sketch of the clock all the
way to the animation and changes to make the character appropriate for film, such as shortening
the height of ‘Cogsworth’ and making his clock hands his whiskers!

MARIE: I investigated the security of the museum artefacts and the fine
line needed between protecting them and allowing the public access. I
thought that it was really good that there were guides in every room and
some of the most valuable pieces which were at hand level were
enclosed. Some artefacts were also well protected from light which might
damage them.
NILS: The staff at the Wallace Collection were all very helpful, with exception of one who left mid-conversation! But most did nicely explain to me
their background and what had brought them to work there. Some people
were retired, some had studied art in the past and one guy even worked at
a print office. Nevertheless, they all were very helpful to explain the history
of the paintings and artefacts on show and it helped me to understand that
museums can’t just show art and artefacts, there is a lot going on behind
the scenes and the people who work there can be a valuable source of
information and engagement for visitors.

News

Science

Flower dissection
with Year 7

News

News

Mad Scientists
We dissected hearts,
kidneys, lungs, liver, a
sheep’s head and fish.
Ms Silcocks

News

News

News

Last week we made Oobleck in Mad Scientists enrichment!
Oobleck is a substance that can mimic the qualities of
a solid or a liquid. These materials are also classified
as non-Newtonian fluids. A Newtonian fluid has a
constant viscosity, such as water or gasoline. As you
might guess, the viscosity of a non-Newtonian liquid
changes. It can feel like a solid when you hold it in a
ball, but it becomes liquidy when you let your hand go
loose. It takes the shape of whatever is holding it.
We also experimented with static electricity when
using the Van der Graaf generator

Sports report
U12/13 Rounders
vs Queens College Prep

Sports report

On a slightly rainy afternoon at Regent’s Park, Portland’s U13 faced Queen’s College Prep
School in a friendly rounders game. I was the first game of the Summer Term for both
teams and an excellent opportunity to brush up on their skills and tactics. The game was
broken down into two timed innings each of 10 and then 6 minutes. Pupils who were out
were allowed to continue batting for the full length of the timed innings. Portland, having
won the toss, elected to bat first. The PPS squad consisted of: Kadi Bahbahani, Georgie
Cox, Maya Lachheb, Bibi Underhill, Abi Taub, Mia Lipkin, Zaya Child, Yasmin Magomedova, Avalon Smith and Rhiya Haidar.
PPS won the toss and elected to bat first. They managed to score 4 and a half rounders,
with 6 outs. Queens were able to amass 8 rounders, with 8 batters out, thanks to some
good fielding from Portland. Zaya Child made a superb catch from a very hard struck ball.
In the second innings, which was 4 minutes shorter, Portland actually scored more rounders than they had in the first innings, thanks to some improved batting. The girls scored 5
rounder and just 2 outs, thanks to Mia Lipkin scoring a couple of rounders. When it was
their turn to bat, Queens again scored 8, making the final score 16-9.5 to Queen’s
Rounders is quite new to some of the girls, so this was a good opportunity to learn some of
the tactical ploys and put their skills to the test. Portland’s player of the match was Bibi
Underhill.

Sports report
U15 Basketball vs North Bridge House Canonbury
After two weeks away from school and only a couple of days preparation, it was a storming
performance from the Year 10 Basketball team who left North Bridge House Canonbury well

behind, beating them 27-8.
With a cracking warm up, it allowed the students to relax as the opposition walked through
onto the court. It was a dominant start with Lawton Ballbach and Olivier Anne controlling
both the pace and possession of the Portland Place team. With Edwin Hounkanli, Sid De
Rozario and Jesse Francis-Baum joining them as the starting Five, the PPS students were
comfortable to pass and move and control the opposition throughout the first few
moments. This was shown as a number of shots and lay ups came flowing down on the
Northbridge net.

Sports report
Minutes passed and Portland were unable to convert their dominance into any points but
as they say, ‘it never rains, but it pours’ and pour it did, on the Northbridge net. First, a
fantastic attack from the whole PPS team saw a beautiful lay-up by Lawton take the lead.
This was not where the points finished. After holding on in defence and keeping North-

bridge out, a magical 3-point attempt by Jesse FB saw everyone hold their breath before
the sound of ‘SWISH’ as the ball slid through the net.
It was a relentless barrage of attack by Portland Place who worked the opposition around
the court, passing from side to side and patiently building the attack until Olivier pushed
forward and took the ball to the net before laying it up and celebrating as it dropped in.
After a couple of changes saw Jessy Fryer-Jacobs and Eric Astle both came on and make an
immediate impact, there was a rare attack from Northbridge, a brilliant interception by
Jessy allowed the students to counter attack: passing the ball to Edwin, Sid was able to take

advantage of an open net to add another 2 points to the PPS score.

Sports report
Substitutions became key to keep the pace up for the students. With James Eadally and Kai
Ibrahim coming onto the court to bring in fresh legs. This was very much welcomed as PPS were able
to put pressure on the opposition. Kai was able to force a mistake from Northbridge and after a
fabulous flick back into play, Edwin was able to catch the ball and drive to the net where he slickly

flicked the ball up and with a couple of bounces onto the rim it rolled into the net. It was yet another
fantastic counterattack from the students.
With the half coming to an end the pace started to slow down and some of the shots were falling short
of the net or the lay ups were hitting the rim of the net, but a constant push saw Lawton, once again
push forward and score. And with that the 1st half came to an end with the squad striding off the court.
The half time talk from Mr Steward was ‘Keep it the
same but up the pace’ and this is exactly what the
students did as they came out for the 2nd half. With

Muhammad Javaid coming on at centre, it allowed for
safe rebounds and counterattacks galore, but it was
Muhammad himself who was able to grab the first points
of the half. After some fantastic play by Jessy FJ and
Edwin, Muhammad grabbed the rebound from the
grasp of the opposing player to lift it into the net.

The second half saw the PPS squad once again dominate as they only allowed 2 points to be conceded. With the play falling very one sided it was two fantastic solo shots that increased the distance
between the teams. Firstly, there was a forceful run by Edwin, which saw gliding through the North-

bridge defence like skates on ice. The second was by Olivier who was able to dribble elegantly past all
of the defenders, all of whom were hypnotised by the dribbling skill that he showed. Olivier, passing
through the defenders was able to slot another two points to gain more confidence for his team.
Time was coming to an end, but the PPS students carried on with their dominant performance with Kai
able to gain his first points in a Portland Place shirt, (Yes, he did shout that to me and celebrate it).
James was able to benefit from some very tired defending to have a clear shot on the net and Lawton
was once again able to drive to the net to set himself up for a fantastic lay-up, one that he should be
proud of as he was being fouled at the time.

Sports report
But it was Olivier who was able to finish off the fantastic performance by the students. With Jessy FJ
and Eric able to work together to regain the ball, a very confident Olivier used the D to entice the
defence to come to him. As he dummied a shot from inside the 3-point line, he took a step back,
looked up and went for it. The crowd got to their feet, the students started to gasp and the

net……….it swished as Olivier’s shot flew through.
This was a fantastic result from the Year 10 students who worked tirelessly to keep the dominance
of their performance throughout the game. Sources close to the team said:
‘It was a performance that Jordan, James and Durant would have been happy with in the NBA.
We came together and put a performance in that we can be proud of. It wasn’t just one or two
players doing it, it was a whole team effort, with silky skills shown and teamwork at the forefront. We hope to take this performance into the next game and be as dominant as today’

Sports Clubs
Tue: Weights club, changing rooms, 12.50-1.40
Wed: Running club, Regents Park, 12.50-1.40pm
Wed: Cricket club, Lords, 3.50-5.15pm
Wed: Fencing club, Rm 11, 4.00-5.00pm
Thu: Table Tennis club, PPS hall, 12.50-1.40pm
Thu: GCSE PE revision club, 12.50-1.40pm
Thu: Girl’s football club, Regents Park, 3.50-5.15pm

Fixtures
Tue: Y6&7 Netball vs Abercorn, Regent’s Park Tennis Centre, 4.00pm
Tue: Y6&7 Cricket vs Radnor House, away (Teddington Cricket Club), 2.00pm
Thu: Y9 Touch rugby vs Thames Christian College, away (Falcon Park), 2.15pm
Fri:

Y6&7 Football vs Abercorn, away (Paddington Recreation Ground), 4.00pm

Diary
Enrichment—First Half of Summer Term
Activity

Staff

Room

Box Project

LDE

Art Studio

Carnegie Book Club

JHU

Library

F45 Fitness

HFR

Meet outside PP

Fencing

KOL

Meet PP changing
rooms then PP Hall

Horse Riding

BSO

Meet PP changing
rooms at 13:40

London Zoo

ECO

Meet PP Reception

Mad Scientist

HIS

Lab 3

Museum Investigators

PLE

Meet Room 1

Photography Skills

PZA & DFL

G31

Rock Band

SSG & JM

Room 2

Senior Tennis

DBL

STEAM

DWO

Ultimate Frisbee

JWH & TTC

Year 11 supervised study

LVW, JSI, MTH
& AJU

Meet PE corridor

B1
Meet PE corridor
Drama Studio

Diary
CLUBS
Monday

Thursday

12:50-13:45 Rounders Club, Mr Rider, Regents Park, All years

08:0009:00

Chinese Club, Mr Lalande, B3 via Zoom

12:5013:40

Dance Club, Ms Boyce, R11, All years

12:5013:40

Table Tennis, Mr Kubik, PP Hall, Hybrid

12:5013:30

Biology Club, Ms Freeman, Lab1, All years

12:5013:45

Russian Club, Ms Zalesny, R26, All years

12:5013:45

Woodwind Ensemble, Mr Slack, R1, All years

13:1013:40

GCSE PE Revision Club, Mr Rider, meet PE
corridor, Years 10 & 11

13:1513:45

Spanish GCSE Club, Ms Magniez, R35, Years 10
& 11

13:20-13:45 Physics Revision, Mr Brittain, Science tbc, Years 9-11 13:2013:45
15:30-17:15 Cricket Club 26/4, 14/6, 21/6, PE Staff, Lords, All

GCSE History Drop In, Ms Lewis, G23, Y10 only

12:50-13:45 PPS Choir, Mr Hill & Ms Boyce, Drama, All years
13:15-13:40 Board Games for All, Ms Florea, R11, All years

13:10-13:45 Y11 GCSE Chemistry Revision, Ms Silcocks, Lab 3
13:15-13:45 Rock Band/Guitar Group, Mr Hill, R2, All years
13:15-13:45 Y11 Maths Intervention, SSG, Lab 3, invited only

Tuesday
08:30-09:00 Japanese, external tutor, R26, All years
12:50-13:40 Weight Training, Mr Rider, changing rooms, All yrs
12:50-13:45 Music Theory Club, Ms Botrill, R42, All years
12:50-13:30 Y10 Art GCSE Lunch Club, Ms Dever, Art Room 1
12:50-13:30 Polymer Clay Club, Ms Bertaux-S, B1, Years 6-8
13:15-13:45 Student Voice, Ms Magniez, G31, All years

16:00-17:00 Art Club, Ms Dever, Art Room 1, All years

15:4516:30

Maths Club & Year 11 Maths Intervention, SSG,
R24, All years

Wednesday

15:4516:30

GCSE Statistics Support, R22, Mr Islam,
Statistics students

15:4516:30

Computer Science Club, Ms Singh, R33, All
years

15:5017:15

Girls Football Club, Ms Boyce, Regent’s Park

16:0017:00

Senior Art Club, Ms Dever, Art Room 1, GCSE
Art students

08:30-09:00

French Bilingual Club, Mr Lalande, B1, All years

12:50 –13:40 Running Club, Mr Steward, Regent’s Park, All years
12:50-13:30

KS3 Design Club, Mr Wood, B1, Years 7-9

12:50-13:45

Percussion Ensemble, Mr Morrison, R26, All years

12:50-13:45

Music Theory Club, Ms Bottrill, R42, All years

13:00-13:45

Shakespeare Off By Heart, SSA, Library, Y10 & Y11

13:10-13:40

STEM Science, Mr Bland, Lab 1, Years 6-9

15:45-16:30

16:00Y11 GCSE Art Craft Design Workshop, B1, Mr Wood 17:00

15:45-16:30

Maths Club, Ms Coates, R24, All years

16:00-17:00

Fencing Club, PP Hall, Mr Janda, All years

15:50 17:15

Cricket Club 4/5,11/5,18/5,8/6,29/6, Lords, All

16:0017:00

PPS Chamber Choir, Rm 1, Ms Boyle, All years
by audition
Art Club, Ms Osborne, Art Room 2, Y6-10

Diary
Friday
12:50-13:45 Brass Ensemble, Mr Brown, R42, All years
12:55-13:45 Maths Challenge Club, Ms Segerstrom, Lab 2, All
years
15:45-16:30 GCSE Art, Craft & Design Workshop, Mr Wood, B1,
GCSE Design students

PPS TERM DATES

PPS TWITTER ACCOUNTS
Spring Term 2022
@portlandplacehd

Main account

@pps_ks2

Year 6

@year7pps

Year 7

Term starts

Tuesday 11 January

Half term

Mon 14 Feb – Fri 18 Feb

End of term

Friday 1 April

@year8_pps

Year 8

@pps_sports

Sports Department

@ppsdrama

Drama Department

Summer Term 2022

@ppslibrary

Library

Term starts

Wednesday 20 April

@ppsmusicdept

Music Department

Bank Holiday

Mon 2 May (school closed)

@pps_film

Film and Media Department

Half term

Mon 30 May – Fri 3 June

@mflpps

MFL Department

End of term

Friday 8 July

@pps_maths

Maths Department

@englishpps

English Department

@ppsbiology

Biology Department

@pps_sen

SEN Department

@ppsgrowth
@ppseal

Autumn Term 2022
Term starts

Monday 5 September

Growth Mindset

Half term

Mon 17 Oct – Fri 28 Oct

EAL Department

End of term

Friday 16 December

Thank you for reading

